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Errata to the paper M. Sekanina: 
Categories of ordered sets 
Archivum Mathematicum, T 4 (1968), pp. 25—59 
342 Instead of „(a, Q)" it should be „(A, Q)". 
351 The definition of x should be as follows: 
v 4= (z) y => (v) x = x, ((z) y)x = y. 
3613 The condition is the following: 
xi < yi+1, x = y19 xn = y, (x{) v = (yt) v, (x{) v =}= (xi+1) v. 
375 Instead of ,,chain" it should be „one-point set". 
3710 Instead of „QH" it should be „<px
u. 
399 Instead of „i = 1, 2, 3, 5" it should be „i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5". 
499 Instead of „a, b e < " and „a*A.6*" it should be „a,beAil and 
„a* < 6*". 
49i9 Instead of „Bii it should be „A". 
506 Instead of „equivalence" it should be „almost identical functor". 
5120 Instead of „H(x, y)if it should be „H(u, x)il. 
5123 Instead of „(£a) T" it should be 99(<xfi) T
i(. 
54x Instead of „N onto (N) a" it should be „T into U". 
587 Instead of „card ^42" it should be „card (^42)a". 
